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Nanostructured silicon single junction thin film solar cells were deposited on commercial red clay roof
tiles with engobe surfaces and earthenware wall tiles with glazed surfaces, with a test area of 24 mm2.
We studied the influence of the type of substrate tile, back contact, buffer layer and SiOx passivation
layer on the optoelectronic performance of the solar cells. Despite the fact that typical micrometre-sized
defects on the surfaces of the tiles and the porous nature of the ceramic substrates make deposition of
homogeneous thin films on them quite challenging, we have been able to achieve a cell efficiency of 5%
and a quantum efficiency of 80% on non-fully optimized cells on commercial tiles. The method is
industrially employable utilizing pre-existing plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition
technologies. The cost-effectiveness and industrial feasibility of the technique are discussed. Our study
shows that photovoltaic tiles can combine energy generation with architectural aesthetics leading to
significant implications for advancement in building integrated photovoltaics.

1. Introduction
The Sun energy that arrives on Earth accounts for 10 000 times
the world energy demand.1,2 Recent advances in photovoltaic
(PV) technology have opened up a multitude of ways to utilize
this solar energy, thus providing environmentally friendly
sustainable energy solutions. Europe, with Germany (43% of
world PV capacity) as the world leader in photovoltaics, has
already an installed PV capacity of 30 GW (about 75% of the
world’s total cumulative PV capacity), which represents 1.2% of
Europe’s energy demands.3 Building integrated photovoltaics
(BIPV) is one such novel and rapidly growing technology that
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aims to develop energy-efficient buildings by integrating photovoltaic energy generation into the structure of the building itself.
This can be done by PV modules installed on roofs and building
façades. It is estimated that 40% of European Union’s total
electricity demand in 2020 could be met if all suitable roofs and
façades were covered with solar panels.1 The latest data show
that more than 1 million BIPV installations already exist
worldwide, representing in Europe close to 20% in residences and
75% in commercial and industrial buildings of the total PV
capacity installed.3 Additionally, the use of solar cells in BIPV
has allowed the development of a new generation of smart
devices, such as the photovoltachromic device4 that allows the
ambient light inside a building to be easily and efficiently
controlled. The numbers show that BIPV is clearly a growing
market, with an expected growth of 30–40% per year, especially
due to political incentives that are being given in Europe. This

Broader context
The development of energy-efficient buildings by integrating photovoltaic (PV) modules into the building itself, while keeping good
aesthetics and low cost, is one of the major challenges for the PV industry in the near future. Traditional c-Si PV modules present
high manufacturing and installation costs as these have to add extra elements to the building structure. As a valid alternative, solar
tiles can be much easily integrated in buildings since these can be directly applied in façades and roofs while simultaneously allowing
the application of custom cell design patterns that can contribute to a new type of building architecture based on eco-friendly design
concepts. This solar cell module concept is then envisaged to allow good architectural integration of the PV modules with buildings,
and besides that can be considered as construction components thus reducing considerably their installation costs. Among the
several PV technologies available that could be directly integrated with tiles, silicon thin film technology is the most promising one,
as it presents good compatibility with the tiles, can be deposited in selected areas, following explicitly selected architecture design
patterns and moreover it is an industrial mature technology with a long history of glass module production.
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growing trend of BIPV is expected to propagate worldwide, with
the USA and Chinese markets already showing great activity in
the last couple of years.3
In spite of the tremendous growth in PV sector, the energy
from PV technology accounts for less than 0.1% of the world
energy demand. An important reason for this is the high
manufacturing and installation costs of crystalline silicon (c-Si)
photovoltaic modules.5 Among the constraints of BIPV are also
the inadequacies in the integration of PV modules with building
construction materials, which preclude the availability of PV
modules that can be aesthetically and cost-effectively added to
buildings.
A ceramic tile with an added functionality of generating energy
directly from sunlight is an attractive concept that would correspond to an unexpected and added value to the product and can
contribute to a new type of building architecture based on ecofriendly design concepts. Indeed, tiles have been used in façades
and roofs of buildings, for aesthetic and insulation purposes for
centuries, so they play an important role in urban architecture. A
building tile with integrated solar cells, termed here as a solar tile,
would serve a double functionality: a conventional function as
a barrier against the elements and a non-conventional function as
a green source of electricity. Apart from that, additional functionality for ceramic tiles for building integration could be also
envisaged by recent works that show the possibility of photocatalytic activity of TiO2 nanoparticles under visible light in the
decomposition of atmospheric pollutants.6,7 A PV module can be
considered as a technical design component of the building
architecture, and so it should be possible to consider a part of its
cost to belong to the building construction components. Thus,
solar tiles could significantly decrease the installation costs as the
modules would be applied during the building construction by
the contractor, avoiding additional prospective costs with PV
panel installation. In fact, the possibility of better aesthetics and
building integration and the lack of installation costs make the
solar tile an attractive alternative to flexible solar cell laminations
on building façades.
Although the concept of solar tiles is interesting and attractive,
it is limited by bottlenecks in the manufacturing process. An
endeavour to deposit solar cells on building tiles is faced with the
challenges of choosing a suitable solar cell material that would be
compatible with the porous and rough-surfaced tile substrate,
and allow fabrication of transparent or translucent and efficient
solar cells capable of withstanding the detrimental effects of
atmospheric exposure. In addition, the transferability of the
technology from laboratory to industry and the ultimate costeffectiveness are issues that could be strong deterrents to the
commercialization of the PV tiles.
As a result of the above-mentioned difficulties in realizing PV
tiles, there have been only a few reports on thin film solar tiles.8–10
Ref. 8 and 9 describe polycrystalline silicon films deposited by
chemical vapour deposition (CVD) on special laboratory
alumina and mullite ceramic substrates to produce amorphous/
polycrystalline heterojunction cells that exhibited a maximum
open circuit voltage of 520 mV with efficiencies below 5%.
Ref. 10 presents amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) p–i–n junction cells
deposited on commercial porcelain tiles. Commercial tiles are
typically more porous than laboratory tiles and have a surface
porosity in a size range of tens of microns. In this study, the cells
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011

were directly deposited on tiles with indium tin oxide and silver
printed back contacts using a p–i–n structure, attaining
a maximum efficiency of 4%. Results show a lack of uniformity in
cell characteristics within the same tile, with several cells in short
circuit. This has been associated with the high surface porosity of
the tiles, emphasizing that tiles are not very suitable substrates
for a-Si:H solar cell fabrication.
In addition to silicon thin films, the materials that offer the
possibility of fabricating solar cells on tiles include thin films of
dye-sensitized materials (DSSC),11 CdTe and Cu(In,Ga)Se2
(CIGS),5 and organic semiconductors (OPV).12,13
DSSC and OPV are attractive new thin film solar cell technologies having potential of offering a low cost product,14 but
stability and efficiency are important issues with them. While
OPV solar cells have achieved lab efficiencies of 5–6% for single
junction12,13 and 7% for tandem cells,12,15,16 rigid substrate silicon
solar cells exhibit efficiencies almost twice as high.17 Recently,
Solarmer18,19 reported OPV efficiencies of 7.9% but scaling up
problems of OPV technology persist, leading to module efficiencies of 2 to 3% (ref. 20) for small modules on glass and of 1 to
2% for larger flexible modules,21,22 which could explain the high
cost per peak watt. The best efficiencies achieved with DSSC are
also much lower than those reported for thin film silicon solar
cells.14,17 In contrast, silicon thin film technology is a mature
technology for efficient and stable solar cells that can be easily
adapted by existing industries without the need for new
setups.23–25 The abundance, non-toxicity, low cost and excellent
optoelectronic properties of silicon make it an attractive industrial PV material and in spite of being one of the oldest PV
materials, it continues to be actively researched for future
generation photovoltaics.26 In addition to these advantages, the
high degree of conformability of silicon thin films allows for
a better integration with the building tiles with minimal impact
on the tile’s appearance, design and texture. Si thin films can be
deposited on selected areas of the tile yielding partially transparent cells that allow the original surface of the tile to be visible
or to follow a design pattern. Si thin films can also be deposited
on curved substrates allowing compatibility with traditional
curved roof tiles. Further, unlike CdTe and CIGS technologies,
environmental toxicity concerns are minimal with silicon thin
films for use in buildings.
In this work, we report on the successful fabrication of silicon
thin film based solar cells on roof and ceramic tiles with 5%
conversion efficiency, following a design pattern over the tiles.
We demonstrate the technological approaches that could
increase the cell yield in spite of the inherent drawbacks a tile
substrate offers, and discuss the feasibility of manufacturing PV
tiles in an industrial setup. Since the economic feasibility is also
an important concern for the commercialization of the solar tile
technology, we have presented the estimates of manufacturing
costs of the solar tiles and compared them with glass-based thin
film solar modules in an industrial setting, demonstrating the
market viability of this technology.

2. Experimental details
Individual doped and undoped (intrinsic) silicon thin films were
deposited using a radio frequency plasma enhanced chemical
vapour deposition (RF-PECVD) reactor on Corning glass
Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 4620–4632 | 4621
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substrates and characterized using several techniques to obtain
their microstructural and optoelectronic properties. A mixture of
SiH4 and H2 was used to obtain the intrinsic layer, while a further
addition of B(CH3)3 and PH3 to the same mixture was used to
obtain p- and n-layers, respectively. The layers were optimized
individually by tuning the deposition parameters to obtain
properties suitable for solar cells. After obtaining satisfactory n-,
i- and p-layers, the same conditions were used to fabricate n–i–p
solar cells on tiles.
A Horiba Jobin Yvon UVISEL spectroscopy ellipsometer (SE)
was employed to obtain structural properties and thickness of the
silicon films. The SE results were fitted using the Tauc–Lorentz
(TL) dispersion model27 for the bulk material while the surface
layer was modelled with the same bulk material mixed with void,
according to Bruggeman effective medium approximation
(BEMA). The obtained physical parameters are Tauc’s optical
gap (Eg), physical density (A), broadening term of the Lorentz
oscillator (C), and peak transition energy (E0). The optical gap
(Eop) of the silicon films was determined by applying the Tauc
plot28 to the spectral variation of the absorption coefficient as
a function of the wavelength obtained from UV-Visible spectra of
the films. For electrical transport studies, temperature-dependent
coplanar dark conductivity (sd) of the films was measured under
vacuum in a temperature range of 300 K to 380 K leading to the
determination of the activation energy Ea and of sd at 300 K. The
room temperature photoconductivity (sph) of the films was
measured under AM1.5 illumination conditions.
In order to obtain the best results, the chosen constituent
doped and undoped layers of the solar cell were of different
microstructural types, having the most suitable optoelectronic
properties. The p-type window layer is either amorphous or
nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si:H) material29,30 or a combination of
both, while for the intrinsic layer, a nanostructured material was
preferred over completely amorphous Si where nanosized crystallites are dispersed in an amorphous silicon matrix. This type of
nanostructured material, often called polymorphous silicon (pmSi:H), contains less defects than its amorphous counterpart and
has better optoelectronic properties with less light-induced
degradation.31–34 For the deposition of pm-Si:H, H2 diluted SiH4
is decomposed in plasma in a narrow window of the deposition
process at high pressure and high power regime where the small
crystals are formed in the plasma and incorporated into the
film.33,35 The PH3 doped n-layer used in this work was amorphous in nature.
In order to overcome the detrimental effects of surface
porosity of tiles, two types of vitreous tiles were used: red clay
roof tiles with an engobe surface, hereafter designated as ‘‘roof
tiles’’, and earthenware wall tiles with a glazed surface, hereafter
designated as ‘‘wall tiles’’. The vitreous surface of these tiles is
highly smooth and compact, which is appropriate for thin film
deposition and still allows the same architectural integration as
other types of tiles. The two types of tiles used in this study were
selected after trials with many other varieties of non-vitreous tiles
(results not shown here). The roof and wall tiles used in this work
were supplied by the Portuguese companies ‘‘Coelho da Silva’’36
and ‘‘Domin
o’’,37 respectively.
For the solar cell deposition, 10  10 cm2 substrates were cut
from the commercial tiles and cleaned sequentially with soap
water, acetone, isopropanol and deionised water in an ultrasonic
4622 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 4620–4632

bath. After cleaning, the tiles were dried by N2 and followed by
baking at 150  C. The surfaces of the selected tiles were analysed
by optical microscopy and 3D profilometry in order to evaluate
the surface roughness and the presence of micro-cavities. An
interfacial layer of SiOx was deposited on the cleaned tiles by the
e-beam method using pure SiO2 pellets. The optimized individual
silicon layers were used to fabricate solar cells on the tile surface
with the following n–i–p structure (Fig. 1): tile/(back contact)/na-Si:H/i-pm-Si:H/p-nc-Si:C:H/p-a-Si:C:H/(front contact). In the
n–i–p solar cell structure, the light first passes through the p-layer
(window layer). There is a very low absorption of light in the
p-layer due to its high band gap (alloying with carbon), low
absorption coefficient and very low thickness.
We deposited 12 cells with a defined area of 24 mm2 on each
tile substrate. All the silicon layers were deposited in a single
chamber RF-PECVD reactor. In a single chamber reactor,
dopant contamination from the reactor walls and electrode
surfaces can release freshly deposited dopant-containing molecular species which degrades the performance of the solar cells. To
avoid such contamination, we pump down the reactor to get high
vacuum immediately after the deposition of the first doped layer.
This vacuum was maintained for at least 2 hours to allow slow
desorption of the dopant source, which was followed by
continuous H2 flow for 30 min, and finally a short H2 plasma
cleaning to ensure maximum prevention of cross-contamination
in the next i-layer deposition.
For the back contact of the solar cells, we test different metals
(Al, Ag, Cr and Ti) by evaporating them in vacuum (106 mbar)
using an e-beam system. The transparent conductive oxide
(TCO) such as gallium zinc oxide (GZO) was also used for back
contact while indium zinc oxide (IZO) was applied for the front
contact of the cell.38 The GZO and IZO layers were deposited by
RF magnetron sputtering at room temperature from ceramic
targets.39,40 Finally, the cells were annealed at 150  C for 1.5
hours in a Nabertherm oven Model L3/11/B170. The I–V curves
were measured in a Spire Sun Simulator 240A at AM1.5
(100 mW cm2) light conditions. Spectral response measurements
were performed in the wavelength range of 400 to 800 nm using
a Xenon lamp and a DH10 Jobin Yvon monochromator. The
substrate surface and cross-sectional device structure of selected
samples were analysed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
in a ZEISS SEM/FIB AURIGA at 2 kV electron energy.

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the silicon thin film solar cell structure on a tile
surface.
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3. Results and discussion
The typical surface characteristics of the tiles used in this study
for solar cell fabrication as studied by using an optical microscope and a 3D profilometer are presented in Fig. 2. The results
of the surface analyses show a root mean square (RMS) roughness value of 1.26 mm for the roof tile and 0.19 mm for the wall
tile, signifying a higher surface roughness of the roof tile. The
micrometre-sized space holes observed on the surface of the roof
tile are expected to induce poor cell performance or failure due to
the non-uniformity of the layer thickness that can occur at these
sites. This is in agreement with the average percentage of working
cells attained for each substrate; near 100% for wall tiles and 80–
90% for roof tiles. Nevertheless, compared with non-glazed roof
tiles that presented a roughness in the order of tens of microns,
these tiles have a much smother surface.
Fig. 3 shows the cross-sectional view of the solar cell deposited
on the tiles as studied by SEM in order to assess the surface
coverage by the thin layers and identify possible causes of failure,
such as surface porosity. Fig. 3a clearly shows the buried pores
on the bulk and glazed surface layer of the wall tile. While the
bulk of the tile shows a rough cleaved surface where many pores
can be identified, the glazed layer has less cleavages in the surface
with less density of large pores. In non-glazed tiles, these pores
can contribute to short circuits in the solar cells deposited on
them if present at the surface. The glazed layer drastically reduces
these pores on the surface, which can be expected to reduce the
detrimental effect of the pores on the cell performance. Fig. 3b
shows a higher magnification of the cleavage area close to the

surface of a roof tile, where the deposited cell layers and the SiOx
passivation layer are observed. The surface of the tile presents
a compact structure, without micrometre-size pores, with excellent surface step coverage by the SiOx and cell structure layers.
These images clearly show that glazed tiles have the preferred
surface for thin film deposition compared to regular porcelain
stoneware tiles.
Fig. 4 shows the cross-sectional SEM images of cells fabricated
with Ti (a) and GZO (b) back contacts. The Ti layer presents the
typical granular structure of metals evaporated onto substrates
at room temperature, while the IZO and GZO layers both show
a much finer grain. The silicon layers (n–i–p) that constitute the
solar cell are indistinguishable in the SEM images and appear to
be very compact. This is typical of the pm-Si:H (i-layer)41 which,
due to its high compactness, originates some tensile stress that
can induce film peeling if deposited directly on a highly smooth
surface. In these solar cells, no peeling of the deposited films was
observed due to the enhanced adhesion promoted by the SiOx
layer.
Fig. 3 and 4 show that the structure of the SiOx dielectric layer
coating is highly compact and amorphous, which provides an
excellent surface coverage of tile for further solar cell layer
deposition on top of it. This layer serves both the purposes as an
adhesion promoter and ion diffusion blocker thus improving the
tile’s surface.42–44
The microstructural, optical and electrical properties of the
individual silicon layers used for the fabrication of the solar cells
as studied by SE, UV-Visible spectroscopy and conductivity are
presented in Table 1. The results show that the electrical and

Fig. 2 Optical microscopy images of the (a) wall tile and (c) roof tile, and their respective surface topography (b) and (d) measured by 3D profilometry.
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Fig. 3 SEM images of the wall tile (a) and roof tile (b) cross-section with
different magnifications.

optical performances of the silicon layers are within the expected
range for device grade applications.34,45,46 The intrinsic pm-Si:H
layer has sd y 6.3  1011 (U cm)1, a photosensitivity (sph/sd) of
6.3  105, a high SE Tauc–Lorentz parameter, A, of 209 (indicative of compact material) and a low C of 2.13 (indicative of
a high short distance order), demonstrating that i-pm-Si:H
material has good transport properties and low defect density.33
The doped layers exhibit a high sd and low Ea, particularly the
p-nc-Si:C:H with sd z 0.48 (U cm)1 and Ea z 0.03 eV. The

optoelectronic characteristics of p-layer strongly influence the
overall performance of the solar cell since it is the first active layer
that light crosses, before being absorbed by the i-layer. Therefore, the p-layer influences the cell’s open circuit voltage (Voc)
through its optical band-gap (Eop), the Fermi level position and
the minimum required thickness, via the built-in potential and
band off set with that one of the i-layer; the short-circuit current
density (Jsc) by its light absorption coefficient and thickness that
determines optical losses at the window layer; recombination
losses at both interfaces that depend on the defect density associated with it, affecting the carrier injection efficiency; and the
series resistance (RS) through its conductivity.47–50
Keeping this in mind, we tested the cells’ performance on the
tiles with three different configurations of the window p-layer: an
amorphous layer, a nanocrystalline layer and a combination of
both. The goal was to determine their influence on the overall
properties of solar cells deposited on tiles. The I–V curves of the
cells produced with different microstructural types of p-layers
and their combinations on roof tiles are presented in Fig. 5.
The results show marked dependence of the solar cell performances on p-type layer characteristics. When the amorphous
p-type layer is substituted by a nanocrystalline one, a small
decrease in Voc and a large increase in Jsc are observed. There is
also a slight increase of the slope of the I–V curve near the Voc
point, which can be ascribed to a decrease in the Rs. All these
differences can be correlated with the microstructural and
optoelectronic properties of both the types of p-layers used. The
higher Eop of the nanocrystalline p-type layer results in a larger
band-gap mismatch between the p and i layers at the interface
yielding a slight increase of Voc.
On the other hand, the lower absorption coefficient of nanocrystalline silicon and its higher conductivity lead to an increment in Jsc. The lower absorption of light in the window layer
helps a better collection of the holes from the i-layer. Finally, we
combined both the approaches by introducing a nanocrystalline
p-layer between the amorphous p-type layer and the i-layer. This
also helped to grade the energy bands at the p–i interface and
with that to increase simultaneously the Voc while taking the
advantages of nc-p layer concerning the collection of carriers in
a stacked configuration. As can be seen in Fig. 5, this combination leads to a significant increase of the cells’ efficiency from 4 to

Fig. 4 SEM images showing a cross-section of the solar cell on a roof tile with two different back contacts: Ti (a) and GZO (b).
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Table 1 Properties of the silicon layers used in the solar cell fabrication
Spectroscopic
ellipsometry
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Conductivity
Layer

Eop/eV sd/(U cm)1 DE/eV sph/(U cm)1 A

p-a-Si:C:H
p-nc-Si:C:H
i-pm-Si:H
n-a-Si:H

1.84
1.90
1.79
1.88

1.37  104
0.48
6.3  1011
1.2  102

0.29
0.03
1.05
0.18

—
—
4  105
—

152
153
209
200

E0/eV C
3.84
4.00
3.64
3.64

2.83
1.89
2.13
2.20

5%, where Jsc has only slightly decreased from 12.1 mA cm2 to
11.2 mA cm2, while the Voc reached 0.86 V. Since the intermediate p-nc-Si:C:H layer is nanocrystalline and was made with
a very low amount of dopant, the material has less defect
densities and can contribute to form high built-in potential for
generating a strong electrical field in the active i-layer of Si:H
solar cell, resulting in a good buffering effect of improving Voc,
and Jsc, values compared with single amorphous p layer.
However, to minimize absorption losses, we kept the smallest
possible thickness of the total p layer (10 nm of p-nc-Si:C:H and
5 nm of p-a-Si:C:H layer), which still maintains both high Voc
and high FF. Absorption in the double p-layer leads to slightly
lower Jsc as can be seen in Fig. 5. Also, the final p-a-Si:C:H layer
behaves as a matching layer for defect passivation, improving its
interface with the amorphous IZO (TCO) layer.51 This cell
configuration proved to be the most efficient and was thus used
in all the solar tile studies presented hereafter.
To evaluate the influence of the type of substrate, several
depositions on wall and roof tiles were performed. Systematically,
it was found that the cells deposited on roof tiles presented higher
efficiency than on the wall tiles, with a difference of nearly 1%.
The I–V curves of the best cells obtained with each type of
substrates are shown in Fig. 6. These results are consistent with
the average of the I–V curve characteristics obtained for each
type of tiles used over several depositions. The higher current
density observed for the roof tile cell can be correlated with its
higher surface roughness as previously shown.
On the other hand, the lower Voc of the wall tiles can be
explained by the presence of some open glass porosities at the

Fig. 5 I–V curves of cells obtained using different p-layer configurations, deposited on roof tiles.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011

Fig. 6 Comparison of the I–V curve and quantum efficiency (inset) of
solar cell fabricated on roof and wall tiles.

surface of the tile, which causes a local decrease of the cell layer
thickness, resulting in modification of the cell’s electric field.52
These results are in agreement with the quantum efficiency
spectra presented in the inset of Fig. 6. It can be seen that the
maximum responses of the cells occur at 535 nm, with a fast
decay for higher wavelengths. This shows that the n–i–p cell
structure is not yet fully optimized and there is room for
improvement, especially by varying the layers’ thickness which
can lead to an increase in cell efficiency.
In order to optimize the cell’s back contact, different metals
such as Al, Ag, Cr and Ti and one TCO, GZO, were tested. In spite
of presenting lower reflectivity than Al and Ag, the best results in
terms of cell yield were achieved with Cr and Ti back contacts. The
use of Ag and Al caused the majority of the solar cells to be shortcircuited. This appears to be a consequence of a partial diffusion
of Al and Ag into Si during its deposition, indicating that these
metals are less adequate to be used as direct back contacts.
One of the prerequisites for the commercial usability of the
solar tiles is that they should be visually attractive for application
in building façades. For this, it is desirable that the original
colour and texture of the tile remain visible. As an example,
Fig. 7 shows the final appearance of the wall and roof tiles with
deposited solar cells. The tile holds 12 individual cells with an
area of 24 mm2 each, where the original surface of the tiles can
still be observed, as intended.

Fig. 7 Pictures of the wall tile (a) and roof tile (b) with the solar cells
deposited.
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To further increase the visible area of the tiles, the cell back
metal contact can be replaced by a TCO material. To prove the
feasibility of this concept, GZO was tested as a back contact.
This TCO has been successfully applied as a front contact in
amorphous silicon p–i–n solar cells.40 It has a major advantage
over indium- and tin-based TCOs, as it is highly resistive against
hydrogen plasma induced oxide reduction, which turns the TCO
dark and less transparent. This characteristic makes GZO an
ideal TCO to be used for deposition of silicon layers from
hydrogen diluted silane plasmas, as the ones used here.53 The I–V
curve of the resultant solar cell, deposited on a roof tile, is presented in Fig. 8 and compared with the one obtained for the
standard Ti back contact. As can be observed, the GZO cell
efficiency does not decrease significantly (only 0.2%) when
compared with the Ti solar cell. This decrease can be ascribed to
a lower reflection of the GZO but if, for example, the substrate
had been a bright white tile the results with the GZO could have
been even better.
Since the solar cell surface must be protected from the atmosphere, we also investigated the use of a SiOx layer on the top of
the deposited cells as an encapsulation layer. We found that
beside that purpose, SiOx contributes to an increase of the solar
cell efficiency, as it is demonstrated by the I–V results of the solar
cells deposited in wall tiles (Fig. 9). The efficiency increased from
4.0% to 4.3%, as a consequence of a quantum efficiency increment on the region corresponding to the maximum absorption.
This result is possibly attributed to an improved refraction index
matching between air and cell provided by the SiOx layer (1.5 for
the SiOx in comparison with 2.1 for the IZO, measured by SE),
which reduces the surface light reflection of the cells, besides
protecting the solar cell against environment elements (e.g.,
water vapour and UV light) that may lead to its deterioration.
Nonetheless, further investigation on this subject is required as
other effects may be involved.
So far, we have successfully demonstrated the fabrication of
solar cells on the surface of building tiles and the various
methods that can improve the cell efficiency. A photovoltaic
building tile is essentially intended for industrial manufacturing
to produce an environmentally friendly consumer product. There
are significant differences between a laboratory prototype and

Fig. 9 Effect of the SiOx passivation layer over a cell in a wall tile in the
I–V curve and quantum efficiency (inset).

a production design for any device, in terms of the materials,
processes and design fidelity. The PV tile will require further
refinement in design, and optimization of processes for reducing
costs and enhancing efficiency and reliability for a pre-pilot
evaluation. However, with the preliminary results, it is possible
to envision how the laboratory processes could translate into
mass-scale manufacturing processes. In the next subsections, we
discuss some of the technical design issues that are important for
the usability of the tiles in buildings and compare the steps and
costs involved in industrial processing of solar cell modules
involving different technologies, including those which would be
involved in PV tile manufacturing.

4. Tiles interconnection
An important issue that arises in using tiles integrated with solar
cells for building construction is how the electricity generated
would be collected. Here we propose a scheme of the electrical
interconnections for the solar tile modules described in this
article. We envisage three possible products that could use this
technology: roof tiles; small 20  20 cm2 to 40  40 cm2 tiles for
standard masonry walls; and large 120  60 cm2 tiles for ventilated façades.
For the roof tiles, the proposed connecting systems between
adjacent units are similar to a ‘‘Lego’’ connection with male pins
and female sockets, with the interconnections placed unobtrusively at the edges of the overlapping tiles to protect them from
the elements (Fig. 10b and c). The smaller wall tiles can also have
a similar ‘‘Lego’’ type of connectors at the edges of the tiles
(Fig. 10d and e), with minor differences in design and will be
covered by cement for the installation. The 120  60 cm2 wall
tiles are large tiles that are usually used in large buildings with
ventilated façades. Due to the large dimension of such solar tile
modules and the easy access to the back of the modules provided
by the ventilated facade, we propose a system of box connectors
with wires in the back of the module.

5. Adaptation to industrial manufacturing process
Fig. 8 Influence of the back contact material on the solar cell performance on roof tiles.
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Many industries, which produce glass-based silicon thin film PV
modules, manufacture their own glass or purchase the glass,
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 10 Schematic concept showing (a) part of a building roof and façade with integrated solar tiles; (b) detail of the roof solar tiles; (c) cut view showing
the electrical interconnection detail between roof solar tiles; (d) detail of the wall solar tiles; (e) cut view showing the electrical interconnection detail
between the wall solar tiles.

instead of buying TCO-coated glass. The processing of the
substrate that is employed in these manufacturing units is similar
to what would be required for the Si thin film PV module
fabrication on tile substrates. In Fig. 11, we have shown a schematic layout of the processing steps (with time required) which
can be used during industrial manufacturing in a classical batch
process for production of silicon thin film modules. Thus, briefly,
first the tile substrates will need to be cleaned in a proper cleaning
station, involving surface brushing followed by a N2 blow and
corona discharge to remove static particles from the surface
before starting the deposition processes. SiOx and SnO2:F films
would be deposited by spray pyrolysis or atmospheric pressure
chemical vapour deposition (APCVD).54,55 This is the deposition
process generally used in the PV industry to produce the back
contacts of the cells.56,57
During the manufacture of the tiles, a highly reflective layer
(e.g. bright white59) can be patterned on the regions where the
cells would be deposited, providing additional reflectivity of the
tile surface. This would also eliminate the need for metal back
reflectors and contribute to lowering of production costs. The
substrates are then dry-cleaned and stored in a furnace at 180  C,
ready to start the second process cycle. The time required to
complete the first process cycle is estimated to be 44 min.
Although the first cycle is shorter than the second one, the
substrates can be stored in the furnace for an undetermined time,
until they continue to the second process cycle.
The fabrication of n–i–p silicon layers would require industrial
PECVD systems using procedures similar to those used for the
deposition of p–i–n, single or up to triple junctions on glass
substrates, involving amorphous or microcrystalline Si-based
structures. The fast deposition technique using very highfrequency (VHF) PECVD systems, which is already employed
successfully in many industries,24 is especially suitable for the PV
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011

tiles as it can result in substantial cost reduction. These industrial
deposition systems also have load-lock chambers with high
vacuum pumping speeds and can deposit on several substrates
simultaneously, resulting in a lower module cost.
For the patterning of the solar cells, laser scribing, traditionally used for silicon thin film cell integration, is the best suited
method for the solar tiles during industrial manufacturing. The
method of screen printing, which is typically used in OPV, is not
suitable for the PV tiles due to the possibility of damaging effects
of the chemical etching process.21 The encapsulation of the solar
tile modules would be done best with a polymer EVA60 foil
lamination, the same material that is used for OPV and silicon
flexible devices.22,61,62 The second process cycle has an estimated
duration of 260 to 300 min, depending on the type of cell
structure (single junction amorphous; double junction amorphous; or micromorph) produced, which yields total process
times of 304 to 344 min per module. These batch process times
correspond to the production of individual modules. Knowing
that in industry the PECVD deposition process, the heating
stages and the load-lock chambers can handle multiple substrates
in parallel, the process batch time for the production of a series of
substrates can be estimated to be significantly shorter than that
previously mentioned (70 to 80 min per module). This is a key
production point that cannot be directly compared with R2R
processes, where continuous processing is used instead of parallel
discrete processing. As an example, processing speeds of 1–2 m
min1 are now achieved by OPV, R2R processing.21,63
5.1 Cost estimation of industrial manufacturing of the Si thin
film solar module on tiles
An important consideration for the photovoltaic tile to achieve
commercial success is its cost-effectiveness. The infrastructure
Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 4620–4632 | 4627
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Fig. 11 Solar tiles layout process diagram based on the classical batch process for silicon thin film module production on glass, where load-lock vacuum
systems with large diffusion pumps are typically used to achieve low pumping times. In the first process cycle (top), the substrates are cleaned and coated
with the protective dielectric layer and back contact and stored in a hot, dry furnace, ready for the second process cycle (bottom), which includes the
silicon structure deposition, the top contact and the final encapsulation. The silicon process times were considered according to the final cell structure: aSi single junction, a-Si double junction, and Micromorph (a-Si/mc-Si) tandem junction. * Typically, these steps use a batch process of 10 simultaneous
substrates, so that the time process for each substrate can be estimated by dividing the presented time by 10.

and equipment required for the PV tiles described in this article are
the same as what exist in any industry manufacturing thin film
silicon solar modules on glass panels, leading to no extra capital
costs in terms of manufacturing setup. However, the overall
manufacturing process and material costs for the PV tiles, and
how they compare to other existing technologies will influence the
ultimate economic feasibility of the PV tile technology. In this
subsection, we attempt to estimate the manufacturing cost of the
PV tiles, and compare it with the manufacturing cost of other
technologies, with special consideration to glass-based amorphous silicon solar modules as it is a closely similar technology.
The other commercially available alternatives to PV tiles for
similar integration of photovoltaics to building walls are flexible
thin film silicon and organic solar cells that can be produced by
a roll-to-roll technique. While the roll-to-roll technology uses
cheap aluminium and polymer foils as substrates, the price of
tiles is not very different from glass. Current production cost for
4 mm glass typically used in thin film Si module fabrication is in
the order of $16 per m2, while roof tiles are produced at $14 per
m2 and the large 120  60 cm2 wall tiles are typically produced at
$52 per m2. Thus, the roll-to-roll technology has an advantage
over the rigid substrate technologies in terms of substrate costs.
Table 2 summarises and compares the different technologies in
terms of the process steps involved and maximum module efficiency achieved. This will also help us to estimate the production
costs involved.
The major manufacturing cost of the thin film PV module
depends on the effect of multiple factors, such as manufacturing
4628 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 4620–4632

site (labour and utility costs may vary with the location), material
parameters (cost and properties), equipment parameters (speed,
cost, and capacity), design parameters (device yield, size, and
efficiency) and factory parameters (volume, number of shifts,
and automation). The distribution of such costs among these
different parameters can be seen in Fig. 12(a) for a 10% efficient
Si thin film (amorphous and microcrystalline Si tandem) based
solar module on glass panels having an estimated cost of $0.73
per Wp (in 2011).64 The material costs, which constitute almost
42% of the total cost, can further be subdivided into other
parameters,65 as shown in Fig. 12(b). In the previous section, we
have described the various processing steps involved in the
fabrication of the PV tiles and the estimated time consumption
involved in each step during volume manufacture of solar
modules on tiles in an industrial setup. Combining this information with the cost estimates of the glass-based PV module
manufacturing from the literature can yield a fair estimate of the
manufacturing cost of the PV tile.
Considering the fact that PV tiles can be manufactured in the
existing industries, which are producing glass-based Si thin film
PV modules, for the sake of expediency we first estimate the cost
of material and other cost factors which can influence the final
cost of PV tiles.
The material cost depends significantly on factors like the type
of technology being used by the industry, the type of automation
and the capacity of manufacturing plant (by volumes). Therefore, the prices of the final module may differ from plant to plant
and location to location.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Table 2 Comparative table concerning processing steps for different solar cell module fabrication technologies
OPV flexible
P3TH:PCBM/PEDOT:PSS

Si film flexible
p–i–n silicon

Si film on glass
p–i–n silicon

Si film on tiles
n–i–p silicon

TCO–APCVD
p–i–n silicon–PECVD

TCO–APCVD
p–i–n silicon–PECVD

TCO–APCVD
n–i–p silicon–PECVD

Top contact

TCO–APCVD
P3TH:PCBM/PEDOT:PSS–
R2R slot-die coating
Silver R2R slot-die coating

ZnO/Al sputtering

ZnO/Al sputtering

Photolithography and etching
for the back contact
N/A

Laser scribing

Laser scribing

5

Patterning and
integration
Substrate removal

N/A

6

Encapsulation

Polymer film lamination

Chemical etching
deeping
Polymer film
lamination
(back and front)
5–6% (ref. 58)

ZnO/IZO
sputtering
Laser scribing or
mask pattern
N/A

Glass or polymer film
lamination

Polymer film
lamination

7–10% (ref. 23)

5–9% (estimated)

Step

Layers

1
2

Back contact
Absorbing

3
4

Module efficiency

1–2% (ref. 21 and 22)

Keeping this in mind, we have considered the two extreme ends
of the projected price, where the lower end of the cost corresponds to the most optimized values, while the higher end
corresponds to the possible costs incurred in low capacity
industrial plants without automation or having lower
throughput.
In Table 3, we show the estimated costs ($ per m2) of various
components used in PV tiles. For comparison, we have presented
alongside the cost of the components of the glass-based thin film
Si PV module66 on which our estimates are based. To avoid any
underestimation of cost for the PV tiles, we have considered the
average prices wherever a price range is stated in ref. 66. We have
also considered that the cost of processing, energy consumption
and maintenance will be somewhat higher in the case of tiles due
to the longer duration of pumping and the additional heating
time required in the case of tile after the cleaning process, and
added 20% extra expenditure in each of these parameters.
While comparing the costs of different components for tiles
and glass, it is interesting to note that a few things that are
necessary for glass PV modules are not required in the case of
tiles. For example, the tiles do not need a back support as they

will be installed on a roof or wall directly; nor do they require
a front glass support. Hence, the fitting and sealing of these
supports will also not be required in tiles, the economic advantage of which is somewhat negated by the higher lamination cost
that will be required to better protect the solar cells on the tiles.
Therefore, the cost of lamination here is considered to be what is
used in the case of flexible solar cells. For the interconnections
and electrical contacts, we considered the same price as in ref. 66,
but with our simple design concept (Fig. 10) we hope that this
cost can be significantly reduced in the future. Thus the estimated
material cost comes out to be in the range of $36.80 per m2 to
$147.4 per m2.
The above estimates include the cost of the tile, which can be
actually considered to be a part of the building material. Since
the overall manufacturing cost of the PV tile estimated above is
comparable to the thin film silicon solar module, which is
installed in addition to the building structure, therefore considering the tiles as a part of the building structure leads to further
reduction in the manufacturing cost of the solar cell component.
Thus, if the cost of the tiles is attributed to the building costs to
be borne by the builder, the cost of the solar cell that must be

Fig. 12 (a) Cost distribution of thin film amorphous Si (a-Si:H/nc-Si:H) solar module on the glass substrate (with 10% module efficiency with cost $0.73
per Wp in 2011) and (b) further material cost distribution for amorphous Si-based unframed modules.
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Table 3 Material cost distribution in thin film Si (single or double junction) solar module on tiles and glass per square metre (cost, $ per m2)
Material cost distribution in thin film Si (single or double junction) ($ per m2)
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Tiles

Glass

Cost component

Low

High

Low

High

Substrate
Dielectric
Antireflecting layers
Top contact (TCO)
Bottom contact (metal/TCO)
Electrical contacts and
interconnects
Encapsulant (as in the case of
flexible SC)
Sealant
Protecting glass cover
Bottom support
Edge barrier
Thin film Si
Material
Energya
Processa
Maintenancea
Connection to outside circuit
Mounting scheme
Total
Building material cost in the case of
roof or wall material
Effective total

14.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
2.90

52.00
7.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00

6.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
2.90

16.00
7.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00

2.90

4.40

1.50

3.00

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
2.00
2.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
0.00
36.80
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
30.00
6.00
15.00
5.00
2.00
5.00
147.4
N/A

2.90
5.00
3.00
2.00
2.00
1.50
2.50
1.50
1.00
0.00
38.80
Yes

4.35
10.00
9.00
6.00
30.00
5.00
12.00
4.00
2.00
5.00
134.35
Yes

22.80

95.40

52.80

186.35

Comment

One side TCO coated glass price ($10–17
per m2)

High price end also takes into account cost
increment due to double junction

Cost of building material will add in the
case of separate solar module

a

20% extra costs were added in the case of tiles due to higher consumption of energy, processing, and in maintenance compared with those in the case of
glass substrates.

borne by the solar cell manufacturer amounts to $22.80–
$95.4 per m2. For a better visualization of the material cost
distributions in the case of the tile based PV module, the data are
also presented as pie charts in Fig. 13.
We now come to the estimation of the cost of the PV tile in
terms of the electricity generated expressed as $ per Wp, which
incorporates efficiency and the yield of the PV tile, allowing
a comparison with other PV technologies. This is obtained by
dividing the manufacturing cost per square metre as obtained in
Table 3 by the output of the same area, which is 1000 Wp m2
times efficiency.14 The total manufacturing cost includes material
cost and other costs, like capital costs, labor costs, etc., similar to
what is shown in Fig. 12 for glass-based modules. Thus we
convert all the costs in Fig. 13 in terms of $ per m2 and consider
the ‘other’ costs, such as capital costs, labor costs, etc., to be
similar for the PV tile. What differs significantly is the material
cost and module efficiency which can affect the total
manufacturing cost $ per Wp. The total manufacturing cost of
10% efficient glass-based amorphous silicon solar modules with
$0.73 per Wp corresponds to the cost $73 per m2 (assuming 100%
module yield) while material costs and the rest of the costs come
out to be $30.66 per m2 and $42.34 per m2, respectively. The costs
of the different components of the solar cells and processes were
collected from various reports in the literature, adjusting for
inflation. The material costs of the glass-based thin film silicon
solar cells calculated above ($30) do not include some of the
maintenance costs which are necessary to be included when
comparing with solar tiles, as they are more relevant in the
context of the latter. Therefore, in Table 3, the material cost of
the glass-based thin film silicon solar cells is calculated as $38,
4630 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 4620–4632

which is not a discrepancy, but a redistribution of the costs to
ensure comparability.
Taken as reference the currently achieved efficiency, a projection of costs was done considering a projection scenario (see
Fig. 14): from 5% to 9% module efficiency, as realistic future
attainable values by modifying the cell architecture to double
junction amorphous and micromorph silicon solar cells, for
instance.
Based on that, our cost analysis shows that in the present 5%
module efficiency situation, the total manufacturing cost of the
PV tile modules ranges between $1.66 and $3.98 per Wp. If the
cost of the tiles is attributed to the building material cost, then
the cost range becomes $1.37–$2.89 per Wp. However, the total
manufacturing cost of the PV tile modules can be drastically
reduced to $0.92 if it achieves the efficiency barrier of 9% and
manufactured in the automated optimized industrial setup. This
cost can further be reduced to $0.76 if the cost of the tile is not
considered in the PV module manufacturing cost and it is very
similar to the cost of 10% micromorph PV module on the glass
substrate.
An important consideration for the overall cost analysis of
industrial manufacturing is also the energy expenditure involved
in the manufacturing process, in terms of life cycle energy analysis. When all the energy input that was spent on producing a PV
device is subtracted from the energy it can produce, the net
energy content of the device can be estimated, which is especially
important for energy generating devices and technologies. The
total energy usage based on the Oerlikon process for Si thin film
modules was estimated to be 720 MJ m2, including the capital
equipment, materials and gas usages.67 These numbers can be
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 14 Learning curves of module cost projection ($ per Wp) as
a function of the solar tile module efficiency. In the graph, the dashed
lines (green and purple) correspond to the cost projection of the solar tiles
when the cost of tiles is attributed to the building material cost, while
solid lines (green and purple) correspond to complete cost including tile’s
cost. In the plot, the data concerning TFSi PV on glass are also shown.66

Fig. 13 Material cost ($ per m2) distribution of thin film amorphous Si
(or a-Si:H/nc-Si:H) solar module on the tile substrate: (a) the lower or
optimum estimated cost and (b) the possible high end of the price range.

converted to 7.2 MJ per Wp considering 10% module efficiency
or 10.3 MJ per Wp considering 7% module efficiency. While
similar data for flexible silicon thin film solar cells are unavailable
in the literature, still comparing the above data with the data for
OPV with reported energy usage for module fabrication in the
range of 7 GJ per Wp,20 Si thin film technology still takes the lead
in low cost thin film solar cell module production.

6. Conclusions
Silicon thin film solar cells were deposited on red clay roof tiles
with engobe surfaces and earthenware wall tiles with glazed
surfaces. Preliminary studies show cell efficiencies of 5% and 4%
for the roof and wall tiles, respectively, with yields above 80%.
We have successfully demonstrated that in the n–i–p cell
configuration, the use of a p-type nanocrystalline in a stacked
configuration leads to a cell efficiency increment and that GZO
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011

can substitute Ti as cell back contact without significant losses.
Quantum efficiency measurements show that the cell’s structure is
not yet fully optimized, and there is still room for improvement.
The use of a SiOx layer on the bottom and top of the cell can
enhance the overall yield and efficiency of the cells. The deposition
of a SiOx layer on the substrate prior to the deposition of cell layers
improves their adhesion and can work as a diffusion barrier of
contaminating ions from substrate to cell, resulting in increased
cell performance. We believe that this is also one of the reasons
that contributed to the observed high yield of working cells.
Our estimations of the costs of industrial manufacturing of PV
tiles in optimized (lower end) and non-optimized (higher end)
conditions show the cost-effectiveness of the solar tiles when
compared with the traditional existing technology. To keep the
concept of industrial design inherent in our approach to the
development of photovoltaic building tiles, aesthetics, environmental ergonomics and usability of the final product have been
taken into account at every step. The successful integration of
silicon thin film solar cell on the building tiles shows that the tiles
can function well as substrate for amorphous silicon thin filmbased solar cells, and design components can be added to these
solar tiles to create a BIPV component with value-added
features. With the potential to combine sustainable energy
generation with architectural aesthetics, the PV tiles can add new
functionality to the architecture of the future.
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